Get Engaged with OLLI! More than a classroom
Message from your OLLI Governing Council
Chair Jerry Thurber
Happy Holidays

Register: 928-717-7634 or
www.yc.edu/prescottolli
Membership Fee Options

As we approach the end of 2022, we have a lot to celebrate with OLLI this year. We are up to 700 members – Annual Basic Membership for $65
includes unlimited free 1-day
almost back to the pre-pandemic high of 830. Our class
workshops, multi-week classes
offerings have increased to near pre-pandemic levels
are $35 each.
as well. And, your OLLI is expanding access to social
Annual Deluxe Membership for $165
events, more field trips, a wider, deeper array of class
includes 20 free multi-week clasofferings and greater access to classes offered in Seses per year from the Prescott ofdona/Verde Valley.
ferings, and unlimited 1-day workSo why not celebrate this holiday season with a gift of
learning and fun to someone you know would enjoy being a part of our OLLI family.
The winter schedule is full of interesting classes covering current events, history, arts and crafts, healthy living, and more. And, as with past sessions, there are
options for both Zoom and in-person classes to choose
from.
If you don’t see what you are looking for, let us know,
we are happy to develop new courses.
We hope you’ll find this winter’s schedule a holiday
feast of fun.
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Annual OLLI Premium Membership
(Deluxe Plus) for $205, includes
the Deluxe Membership PLUS all
the offerings from the Sedona/
Verde Valley OLLI included in
your 20 classes per year.
Annual OLLI Unlimited Membership
for $350, includes unlimited classes and workshops from Prescott
and Sedona/VV OLLI offerings.
Memberships are not eligible for refunds or
extensions.

OLLI needs your support for scholarships for our members, special projects, and preparing for our future
growth.
GIVE HERE

Important Dates
Winter: Jan 22 - Mar 3
Spring: April 3- May 11
Summer: June 12—July 27
OLLI Staff
Tricia Berlowe – Director
Patty Winkels – Admin Assistant
Connie Varga – Admin Assistant

PRESCOTT OLLI Winter Session
*Master Facilitator

Time

Class

Facilitator(s)

Location

1/31-2/28
1/24-2/7
1/24-2/21
1/24-2/28
1/24
1/17
1/24-2/28
1/24-2/28
1/24-2/7
1/24-2/7
1/24-2/7
1/24-2/28
1/24-2/28
1/17
1/24-2/14
1/24-2/28
1/24-2/28
2/21
2/28
1/24-2/28

8:30-10:30am
9:30-10:45am
9:30-10:45am
9:30-10:45am
9:30-10:30am
10-11:15am
10-11:30am
11am-12pm
11am-12:15pm
11am-12:15pm
11am-12:15pm
11am-1pm
11am-1pm
2-3pm
2-3:30pm
2-4pm
2-4pm
2-4pm
2-4pm
2-4:30pm

34) Gardening Topics
15) Reverse Mortgages: Remodeling Retirement
21) Germany under Hitler’s Nazi Germany 1933-45
26) Future Nuclear Energy in the US
E) Thinking About Facilitating
A) Welcome to OLLI!
43) T'ai Chi Advanced (On-Going Only)
53) How the Earth was Made
1) Parables in Art
10) 10 Minute Originals: Writing Off Top of My Head
17) Random Acts of History, Part 5
13) Foreign Affairs: Headlines and Topics
48) Telling Your Stories: Writing Your Memoirs
C) Zoom for Beginners
7) Merry Monologues
41) Beginning Mahjong
25) Cosmos: A Spacetime Odyssey
M) Behind the Scenes: The Magic of Making a Film
N) Arizona's Historic Trails
24) A Different Prime of Life: Spirituality of Aging

A Mazella*, L Janowski
S Burks
A Funke
J Kendall
D Dillon*
Membership Engagement
A Chan
B Brown*
M Munchinsky
M Schaffer
B Weiss
J Lowe
B Gunn*
M Troester, T Leydon
A Lodwick
J Riggenbach, E Griffin
D Waldorf
M Souza
J Krizek
N Van der Voort

31-101
19-225
4-102
4-117
31-101
31-101
15-260
Zoom
3-203
30-126
4-102
31-101
Zoom
Zoom
31-101
31-102
3-203
31-101
31-101
19-225

1/25-3/1
1/25-3/1
1/23-2/8
1/25-3/1
1/25-3/1
1/25-3/1
1/25-2/22
1/25-3/1
1/25-3/1

9:30-11:30am
9:30-11:30am
9:30-10:30am
11am-1:30pm
10-11:30am
11am-12pm
12:30-1:45pm
12:30-1:15pm
2-4pm

2) Acting for Everyone
27) Electric Energy Production - Renewable Energy
54) Google Earth and the Earth
6) Have Lunch with Robert De Niro
42) T'ai Chi for Beginners (On-Going only)
50) New Ideas
19) Tracking Down the Wilderness Route
56) Midweek Guided Meditation
9) Memoir Writing

R Skidmore
T McColloch
F Croft
C Reynolds, B Manko
A Chan
B Brown*
F Proud, P Adams
D Freeman
J Ashlock

31-101
19-224
Zoom
4-102
15-260
Zoom
31-101
Zoom
3-203

Monday

1/23-2/27
1/23-2/27
1/23-2/27
1/23-2/27
1/23-2/20
1/23-2/13
1/23-1/30
1/23-2/20
1/23-2/6
1/23-2/27
1/30
1/23-2/20
2/27-3/6

Tuesday

9:30-10:45am
10-11:15am
11am-12pm
11am-12pm
11am-12:15pm
11am-12:30pm
12:30-2pm
2-3pm
2-3:15pm
2-3:30pm
2-3:30pm
2-4pm
2-4:30pm

Wednesday

18) The US and Canada with the Geography King
44) Introduction to Qigong
47) Biographies in an Hour
52) Armchair Adventures
32) Gluten Free Cooking and Lifestyle
37) Polymer Clay Jewelry
55) Photo Organization - Simple and Done
16) John Paul Stevens - Six Amendments
8) The History and Art of Clothing Button Collecting
51) Thinking Allowed- Insights into Hermeticism
R) Yavapai Conversations - Aging and Ageism
11) Prairie Muse: Life and Works of Willa Cather
36) Pine Needle Baskets

J Veney*
A Aparo
B Gunn*, G Mello
B Brown*
K Law
K Dudek*, J Dudek*
C Soong-Tang
E Wisneski*
V Conder-Elliott, B Wright
D Freeman
P Berlowe
S Bennett
J Norcross

To Register or for more information: www.yc.edu/PrescottOLLI or 928-717-7634

31-101
2-140
Zoom
Zoom
31-101
31-102
Zoom
31-101
3-203
Zoom
30-126
31-102
31-102
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PRESCOTT OLLI Winter Session
Wed
C
t
1/25-3/1

Time

Class

*Master Facilitator

Facilitator(s)

Location

1/25-3/1
1/25-3/1

2-4pm
2-4pm
2-4:30pm

28) Geologic Wonders of the Earth Part 3
31) Blue Zone Challenge
38) Poker Omaha Hi Lo/Texas Hold 'Em

D Hoffman*, J Kangal*
D Learned
K Paris, P Harder

4-102
31-101
30-126

2/9
2/9
3/2
2/2
1/26-3/2
1/26
2/2
2/9
2/16
2/23
3/2
2/2-2/16
1/26-2/16
1/26-3/2
1/26-2/16
1/19
2/16

9:30-11am
9:30-10:45am
9:30am-12:30pm
9:30am-12:30pm
12-2pm
12:30-1:45pm
12:30-1:45pm
12:30-1:45pm
12:30-1:45pm
12:30-1:45pm
12:30-1:45pm
2-4pm
2-4pm
2-3pm
2:30-4pm
3:30-4:30pm
2-4pm

D) Being OLLI: Share your Skills and Experience
O) The Metaverse: What is it; Why should you care
S) Courageous Conversations - Depolarizing Within
T) Courageous Conversations -Skills for Bridging
3) Beginning Guitar 2
F) or FF) Munch & Learn: His Honor The Mayor
G) or GG) Munch & Learn: Tandem Biking
W) or WW) Munch & Learn: Barney Fife and
H) or HH) Munch & Learn: Venom, Scales, and
I) or II) Munch & Learn: Bead Museum
J) or JJ) Munch & Learn: Potter's Wheel
20) Ken Burns: The US and the Holocaust
30) Navigating the Health Care System
46) Great Musicals
49) Fly Away with Ursula
B) Welcome to OLLI! (Zoom)
P) File Management for Beginners

Governing Council
B Ellis*
B Swain Estes, C Russell
L Dekker, B Swain Estes
J Trapp
R Arena*
R Arena*
R Arena*
R Arena*
R Arena*
R Arena*
R Turet
S Ashlock, R Poynter
B Mains
C Hammond*, S Gerhart*
Membership Engagement
C Maxwell*

31-101
Zoom
31-102
31-102
30-126
Zoom/31-101
Zoom/31-101
Zoom/31-101
Zoom/31-101
Zoom/31-101
Zoom/31-101
4-102
3-203
Zoom
Zoom
Zoom
4-118

1/27-3/3
1/27-3/3
1/27-2/3
2/3-3/3
2/3-3/10
1/27-3/3
1/27-2/10
2/3-3/10
1/27-3/3
1/27-3/3
1/27
1/27-3/3
2/17-2/24

10am-12pm
9:30-11:30am
9:30-10:45am
10am-12pm
9:30-10:45am
9am-12pm
11am-12:30pm
11am-12:15pm
11am-1pm
1-3:15pm
12:30-2pm
1-4pm
2-4:30pm

12) Viewpoints
22) The 8-Fold Path, Buddha's
29) Intro to Smart Home Devices
33) Beginning Quilling
39) Beginning Bridge
45) Strenuous Hiking
14) You be the Judge
40) Returning to Bridge Again
57) Zentangle
23) Intuition/Psychic Development
Q) Touring the Web
5) Foreign Films
35) Sugar Cookie Easter/Spring Felt Appliqué Class

J Wilson, YT Kangal*
R Lane
R Riggenbach
E Wing*
D White, D Dimmel
L Garnes, J Anderson
R Lee
D White, D Dimmel
K Dudek*, J Dudek*
M Melanson
JB Burke
K Amdurer, L Garrett*
J Norcross

31-101
4-118
3-271
30-126
31-102
Offsite
3-119
31-102
Zoom
30-126
Zoom
4-102
31-101

58) Great Courses Potpourri (Email Only)
K) Mozart Piano Concert no. 24 in C Minor
L) Violin Virtuoso Maxim Vengerov: Playing By heart

P Berlowe
N Dubow*
N Dubow*

Email Only
Email Only
Email Only

Thursday

Friday

Email Only

Field Trips

U) Indigenous People Museum Tour and Storytelling A Mazella*, L Janowski
V) Field Trip: Tour of YC Elections Office
B Bollinger

Offsite
Offsite

To Register or for more information: www.yc.edu/PrescottOLLI or 928-717-7634
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1/24
2/16

10-12pm
1-3:30pm

PRESCOTT OLLI Social Media

OLLI has gone Social (social media that is!)

Throughout the schedule you will find links that will bring you to our Prescott OLLI
Youtube channel. Click and hear about upcoming classes directly from the facilitator!

AND, click below to watch our Winter Session promotional video:

Help us spread the joy of OLLI – engage with us online! Subscribe, like & comment!

To Register or for more information: www.yc.edu/PrescottOLLI or 928-717-7634
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PRESCOTT OLLI Winter Workshops
A) Welcome to OLLI!

Tuesday, 1/17, 10-11:15am
Location: 31-101 Limit: 30
Facilitators: Membership Engagement
Committee
Recently joined OLLI? Did you know it is more
than a classroom? Come learn more about all
OLLI has to offer, how to get involved, meet
people, pick up your lanyard, and enjoy light
refreshments. Find out all the important details
like parking, the cafeteria and where your
classroom is! The answers to these and many
more questions will be revealed in our New
Member Welcome. Bring a friend. We look
forward to meeting you!

B) Welcome to OLLI! (Zoom)

Thursday, 1/19, 3:30-4:30pm
Location: Zoom Limit: 20
Facilitators: Membership Engagement
Committee
Join us for a repeat of Workshop A, but this time
on Zoom! Recently joined OLLI? Did you know
it is more than a classroom? Come learn more
about all OLLI has to offer, how to get involved
and meet people. Find out all the important
details like parking, the cafeteria and where your
classroom is! The answers to these and many
more questions will be revealed in our New
Member Welcome. Bring a friend. We look
forward to meeting you!

C) Zoom for Beginners

Tuesday, 1/17, 2-3pm
Location: Zoom Limit: 30
Facilitators: Mark Troester, Tina Leydon
We grew up dreaming of the “video phones” of
the future. Well…they are here! Jump on this
Zoom class to de-mystify Zoom so you can video
chat with your friends and family… without
embarrassing yourself or feeling self-conscious.
You will learn the basics of using Zoom, and
must know features, common problems and
quick fixes. Discover tips to look good on video
and much more! You will need to download the
Zoom app prior to class then click on the emailed
Zoom link. You can use Zoom on a computer,
smart phone or tablet.

D) Being OLLI: Share your Skills and
Experience

Thursday, 2/9, 9:30-11am
Location: 31-101 Limit: 15
Facilitators: OLLI Governing Council
OLLI didn’t just happen, it’s the ongoing efforts of
people. Join us to get the inside story of
everything from paying the bills to vetting class
proposals. Hear personal stories of success and
failure, how OLLI will manage growth and see
the internal OLLI Report Card. Share your
experiences and skills, you may just find a way
to be part of the whole. Note: Refreshments will
be served.

E) Thinking About Facilitating

Tuesday, 1/24, 9:30-10:30am
Location: 31-101 Limit: 15
Facilitator: Deb Dillon*
This workshop is for new facilitators who are
ready to start exploring the world of facilitating
for OLLI and experienced facilitators who might
want to try something new. We will talk about
how to plan both in person and online classes.
We will show you all the tools OLLI has to offer.

To Register or for more information: www.yc.edu/PrescottOLLI or 928-717-7634
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PRESCOTT OLLI Winter Workshops
F) Munch & Learn: His Honor The
Mayor

Thursday, 1/26, 12:30-1:45pm
Location: Zoom Limit: 60
Facilitator: Rudy Arena*
Prescott Mayor Phil Goode has a long history of
service to his country, having served in Vietnam
with the 101st Airborne, and with numerous
charitable and commercial institutions. In 2016
he was elected to the board of directors of
Central Yavapai Hospital District to facilitate
protecting taxpayers' assets. He is also a
member of Prescott's Planning and Zoning
Commission. A big supporter of improving
education, he served on the Yavapai County
Teacher of the Year panel and as a member of
the Citizens Water Advocacy Group. With all the
committees and functions he must attend, Mayor
Goode has put aside this time to tell us about his
plans for the future of Prescott.

G) Munch & Learn: Tandem Biking

Thursday, 2/2, 12:30-1:45pm
Location: Zoom Limit: 60
Facilitator: Rudy Arena*
An alluring tandem bike trip from San Diego, CA
to St Augustine, FL started Steven and Karen
Yoder poking push-pins in their wall map.
Wherever your relationship is, going on a
tandem bike will get you there twice as fast. With
that thought in mind the duo decided to take a
second trip this fall during hurricane season and
bike the Southern route from San Diego to
Florida. They will tell us all about it.

W) Munch & Learn: Barney Fife and
Mayberry

Thursday, 2/9, 12:30-1:45pm
Location: Zoom Limit: 60
Facilitator: Rudy Arena*
Bill Knots, nephew of Don Knotts, will take us
back in time by viewing several episodes of the
Andy Griffith Show. Focusing on a simpler time
and the values instilled in each episode. Why
was this show so popular, then and now? What
were the relationships of the actors who
portrayed the characters? Bill will also talk of his
personal experiences while living with Uncle Don
Knotts in the 1970's.

H) Munch & Learn: Venom, Scales, and
Sticky Toes

Thursday, 2/16, 12:30-1:45pm
Location: Zoom Limit: 60
Facilitator: Rudy Arena*
Jessie Rack has a PhD in Ecology and
Evolutionary Biology, and is the Program
Director of the Natural History Institute and loves
salamanders and horned lizards. We all know
something about rattlesnakes, but do you know
about hallucinogenic toads, all female
populations of lizards, absorbing tails,
cannibalistic tadpoles, or salamanders that breed
as juveniles? Amphibians and reptiles in the
Southwest have an incredible array of
adaptations that allow them to exploit many
available habitats. Learn what is so special about
reptiles and amphibians, and why conditions in
Arizona have allowed them to diversify in so
many wonderful ways.

To Register or for more information: www.yc.edu/PrescottOLLI or 928-717-7634
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PRESCOTT OLLI Winter Workshops
K) Mozart Piano Concert no. 24 in C
Minor

I) Munch & Learn: Bead Museum

Thursday, 2/23, 12:30-1:45pm
Location: Zoom Limit: 60
Facilitator: Rudy Arena*
Thomas Stricker of the Prescott Trading Post &
Bead Museum has assembled one of the largest
collections of rare, exotic and unique beads
under one roof. These incredible beads cover
the history of humanity dating back thousands of
years and covering many ancient and classical
cultures and civilizations. Ancient Greece, Egypt,
Rome and the Byzantine empires, early Christian
religion, Buddhism and Islam are included.
Beads were used as currency and as prayer and
status symbols enhanced by metals such as
gold, silver, bronze, copper and other metals to
add to their allure.

J) Munch & Learn: Potter's Wheel

Thursday, 3/2, 12:30-1:45pm
Location: Zoom Limit: 60
Facilitator: Rudy Arena*
Abby Brill, a potter for over 40 years, places a
ball of clay on the wheel, forming it into a bowl, a
vase or perhaps a cup. She knows ahead of time
what it will be, but can change her mind mid-turn,
molding this medium by pressing her thumbs into
the clay, adding texture with a tool, or layering
her original piece with glazes during the firing
process. Abby will invite you into her studio and
you can watch her make a product which will
eventually be sold in the Arts Prescott store on
Whiskey Row.

Location: Email Only Limit: 30
Facilitator: Nancy Dubow*
Mozart wrote great music in all the genres of his
day, with his operas and piano concerti being his
highest achievements. The piano concerti
incorporate the prowess of the soloists, and the
drama and lyricism we hear in his operas. Our
workshop explores his Piano Concerto no. 24
through a lecture, performance, and articles. We
have wonderful extras as well.

L) Violin Virtuoso Maxim Vengerov:
Playing By heart

Location: Email Only Limit: 30
Facilitator: Nancy Dubow*
Violin virtuoso Maxim Vengerov’s artistry and
star quality has captivated audiences worldwide
for many years. This documentary, made when
he was 23, will show you why that is so. Our
workshop also includes some great extras to
help round out our celebration of this wonderful
musician and person.

M) Behind the Scenes: The Magic of
Making a Film

Tuesday, 2/21, 2-4pm
Location: 31-101 Limit: 30
Facilitator: Michelle Souza
I've had 30+ years working on feature films and
tv as a member of the crew. It's a miracle that a
film gets made! I can explain the different
departments, their responsibilities, how they
work together, and the intricacies and craziness
that can happen.

To Register or for more information: www.yc.edu/PrescottOLLI or 928-717-7634
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PRESCOTT OLLI Winter Workshops
N) Arizona's Historic Trails

Tuesday, 2/28, 2-4pm
Location: 31-101 Limit: 30
Facilitator: John Krizek
An overview, with short film support, of historic
trails though Arizona, and the efforts to preserve
them. Including: the Southern Trail followed by
Spanish explorers, gold rush pioneers, and the
Butterfield Stage - from New Mexico through
Tucson following the Gila River to the Colorado;
the Overland Trail from Santa Fe across
Northern Arizona; the Overland and Ehrenburg
roads to Prescott; and others.

O) The Metaverse: What is it; Why
should you care

Thursday, 2/9, 9:30-10:45am
Location: Zoom Limit: 15
Facilitator: Bob Ellis*
Imagine a Zoom where instead of video of
people in their own homes, all your senses tell
you all of you are sitting around a conference
table or in someone's living room – that's the
Metaverse. We will investigate the work needed
to get there plus how our five senses work to
give us a consistent world view. But isn't Covid
over? Maybe, but the Climate Crisis isn't. We
simply use too much energy, and 1/3 of the
world's energy is used for transportation. If you
think gas at $5 a gallon is expensive wait until it's
$50 a gallon and rationed, so we need to get
used to the virtual world. We may not be here for
the full Metaverse but our children and
grandchildren will; if you care about them, you
need to know about the Metaverse.

P) File Management for Beginners

Thursday, 2/16, 2-4pm
Location: 4-118 Limit: 40
Facilitator: Chris Maxwell*
Do you have problems finding files or photos on
your computer? If your desktop is cluttered with
icons, your email inbox is overflowing, or you
have trouble finding what you are looking for on
your device(s) - this class is for you! Learn the
basics for organizing information, regardless of
what platform you are using.

Q) Touring the Web

Friday, 1/27, 12:30-2pm
Location: Zoom Limit: 20
Facilitator: JB Burke
Formerly called OLLI Olio, this session asks the
question - can there possibly be more to find on
the internet? Answer - there will always be more.
This session will drill down and mine the web for
those hidden gems you probably would not
otherwise find. Educational, inspirational,
entertaining, and fun. Who could ask for more?
Touring the Web doesn’t put any pressure on
you to learn something new. sneaks in just
enough new and useful information to make it it
worth your time.
You’ll be entertained and educated with a dollop
of humor. Join us for what will be one of your
very best hours spent with OLLI.

R) Yavapai Conversations - Aging and
Ageism

Monday, 1/30, 2-3:30pm
Location: 30-126 Limit: 8
Facilitator: Patricia Berlowe
This is an opportunity to share your thoughts,
and listen to others, on aging and ageism, using
the structure created by Living Room
Conversations.

To Register or for more information: www.yc.edu/PrescottOLLI or 928-717-7634
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PRESCOTT OLLI Winter Workshops
S) Courageous Conversations Depolarizing Within

T) Courageous Conversations -Skills
for Bridging the Divide

Facilitators: Barbara Swain Estes, Carol Russell

Facilitators: Lori Dekker, Barbara Swain Estes

Thursday, 3/2, 9:30am-12:30pm
Location: 31-102 Limit: 18

Thursday, 2/2, 9:30-12:30pm
Location: 31-102 Limit: 18

This workshop is designed to foster skills to help
us lessen the effects of our inner polarization in
our political conversations. By “polarization,” we
are not referring to disagreements over issues or
philosophy. That’s part of healthy political
engagement! Rather, we will be looking at how
we regard and talk about people on the other
side of the political aisle. Even with deep
differences among us, come learn how you can
help foster respect in yourself and others while
remaining true to your beliefs and values. In this
workshop, you will learn how to be more aware
of your own "inner polarizer;" how to be critical
without demonizing, dismissing, or stereotyping
large swaths of our fellow citizens; and what kind
of strategies are helpful for intervening
constructively in social conversations with likeminded peers when these conversations veer
into contempt or ridicule for people who hold
other political views.

In our current polarized political environment, do
you avoid or dread political conversations with
friends or family members whose politics differ
from your own? Do you worry that any attempts
at political discussions will devolve into
arguments and result in hurt feelings or anger?
This workshop will help you through difficult
political conversations with people in your life.
Learn how to talk across the divide in a
constructive, empathetic way. You will learn and
practice skills for:
having respectful conversations that clarify
differences while honoring your own values and
beliefs, listening for common values and
aspirations and affirming the importance of your
relationships.

Field Trips
U) Indigenous People Museum tour
and Storytelling

Tuesday, 1/24, 10-12pm
Location: Offsite Limit: 30
Facilitators: Angie Mazella*, Lois Janowski
Tour the Museum of Indigenous Peoples, the
only museum in the greater Prescott area
devoted to the culture and art of Native people.
Olli guests (max 30) will tour the museum, which
includes pre-historic, historic, and contemporary
examples of Indian cultural and artistic material
from the southwestern United States and
northern Mexico, while listening to Native
American traditional stories told by Manuel
Lucero, The Museum’s director. $5 fee to OLLI,
and $5 per person at the Museum.

V) Field Trip: Tour of YC Elections
Office

Thursday, 2/16, 1-3:30pm
Location: Offsite Limit: 10
Facilitator: Bobbie Bollinger
Tour Yavapai County Elections
Offices from beginning to end
to see how the process works. $5 fee to OLLI.

To Register or for more information: www.yc.edu/PrescottOLLI or 928-717-7634
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OLLI Special Interest Groups (SIGs)
What is a SIG?
SIGs are on-going groups that are initiated and run by OLLI members to focus on a particular hobby or
other interest. SIGs are free and open to all OLLI members (unless otherwise noted). The current (10)
SIGs are described below, along with contacts to get more information or join.
Don’t see your special interest reflected in the list? Consider starting your own SIG.
Contact OLLI’s Special Interest Group Coordinator Barbara Brown at vacbrown@yahoo.com for more information.

BOOK CLUB

The OLLI Book Club meets at
the college the second Monday of each month from 3:00
to 4:30 p.m., and we offer a
hybrid meeting. Our members suggest books they
have read or heard about,
and we decide as a group
which books to read. If you
would like more information, please contact Sharon Walsh at 928-237-9354
or email at sharon.wlsh@gmail.com.

The Creative Writing SIG gives
people who love to write and
want to share their writing an
opportunity to do so. The
group meets by Zoom each
Friday morning from 9 to 10
or 10:30. There are usually six
to ten people who attend,
each of whom reads—or does
not read—a piece they have
written. These pieces can be
poetry, prose, memoir, fiction
or non-fiction—all is grist for
the mill except pornography
and political statements. We
welcome anyone who loves to
write. To join us, send an
email Jim Veney at jimeveney@gmail.com
.

GUITAR

COURAGEOUS CONVERSATIONS

WRITE WHAT YOU
WANT

This group is for all guitar experience and skill level
guitar players. We meet the 1st and 3rd Tuesday of
each month in Room 30A-126 and via Zoom. Contact
Michael Gunn for additional info or to get on our email
reminder list at (928) 515-4105 or michaeljohngunn@gmail.com

This skills support group
will meet the third Tuesday in October, November, and December 2022
for anyone needing support as they practice the
skills they learned in the
Courageous Conversations classes. Prerequisite is prior attendance in
any of the Courageous
Conversations classes.
Please call Nancy Van der
Voort at 928-273-2466
for time and location.
We may add another
session after the first of
the year.
.

PRESCOTT MAC USERS
GROUP (PMUG*) in partnership w/OLLI
(*extra fee) info@pmug.us

.
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OLLI Special Interest Groups (SIGs)
- Continued SOCIAL BRIDGE
ONLINE

SPECULATIVE & FANTASTIC FICTION

Members of this SIG play
Bridge online every Tuesday
from 3-6pm using the Bridge
Base Online (BBO) website or
apps. Any OLLI member with
basic Bridge playing skills is
welcome to join. Note that
we do not teach beginners
how to play Bridge. Occasionally, Bridge classes are offered
by OLLI for that purpose. For
more information about this
SIG, or to join, please contact
Doug Adams via email at
ret2az09g@gmail.com or by
phone at (928) 759-2363.

This Special Interest Group is
for those who enjoy fantasy,
horror, and science fiction genre literature, movies, and television. I "assign" reading and
viewing each meeting for discussion in the subsequent
meeting. In many ways, the
SIG is a book club, with the addition of movies and television.
We meet 5 times each year:
the third Monday of February,
April, June, August, and October. To join or for more information, contact Max Fogleman
at mtfogleman@gmail.com.

TUESDAY TRIVIA
Join the fun! This drop-in group
meets weekly on Zoom and is
completely NON-competitive.
We play some on-line trivia
games, and all try to guess the
answers together. Lots of
laughs – especially at some of
our wild guesses. No need to
sign up or commit to coming
weekly. Just join us when you
can. Contact Bev Thurber thurberbw@gmail.com
WHEN: Every Tuesday from 4-5
p.m. ZOOM LINK (or just click on
the link in each Monday’s OLLI
Prescott Announcements!):
https://yavapai.zoom.us/
j/92568199975?
pwd=UFdLUDBsOVNNTXM1ZVF
CK0RoT25Hdz 09#success
.

CHESS
The Chess SIG is once again sponsoring U. S. Chess
rated chess tournaments. We held our first tournament in 2.5 years on Sept. 17. Tournaments are
scheduled on Oct. 15, Nov. 19, and Dec. 17. Contact
Tom Green for more information at tagreen@owu.edu or 740-803-2532

STEM
Contact Susan Gerhart at
slger123@gmail.com for more information.

Don’t see your special interest reflected in the list? Consider starting your own SIG.
Contact OLLI’s Special Interest Group Coordinator Barbara Brown at vacbrown@yahoo.com
for more information.
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PRESCOTT OLLI Winter In-Person Classes
3) Beginning Guitar 2
1) Parables in Art

Tuesday, 1/24-2/7, 11am-12:15pm
Location: 3-203 Limit: 25
Facilitator: Mel Miloslav Munchinsky
For centuries, European artists have used
Biblical themes in their art. This class will
examine three parables, or stories and the
artist's personal relationship with the following
stories: The Prodigal Son by Rembrandt van
Rijn; the story of Lot’s wife by Peter Paul
Rubens and The Good Samaritan as seen
through the eyes of Vincent van Gogh.

2) Acting for Everyone

Wednesday, 1/25-3/1, 9:30-11:30am
Location: 31-101 Limit: 15
Facilitator: Randy W. Skidmore
Taught by a local actor, this class will introduce
you to all forms of acting. Students will work
individually and together on scenes performed
for the class. Memorization won’t be required
but will be encouraged. All class activities and
exercises will be geared towards inclusion and
comfort level. The class is guaranteed to raise
your self confidence, reveal hidden abilities, and
help you appreciate the skills of fine actors.
Click below to hear from Randy:

Thursday, 1/26-3/2, 12-2pm
Location: 30-126 Limit: 7
Facilitator: Jim Trapp
If you already know how to play basic chords (G,
G7, D, D7, E, Em, A, Am, C, C7 and yes, F) and
feel comfortable changing between them, this
class is for you. If you take 2 - 3 seconds or
more to change between these simple chords or
don't feel comfortable doing it, this is not for you.
We will cover advanced strumming techniques in
4/4 and 3/4 time, 2 finger picking styles, power
chords and everyone's favorite, Barre chords.
Lead guitar playing will also be presented in
learning how to read and play by (tab)lature.
There will be some discussion of music theory
focusing on scales, in regards to what is
necessary to help you advance as a guitarist.

5) Foreign Films

Friday, 1/27-3/3, 1-4pm
Location: 4-102 Limit: 50

Facilitators: Krys Moskal, Amdurer Lydia Garrett*

The Foreign Films learning group will show
mostly award winning and fairly recent films. All
films are thought-provoking and serious,
balanced with more lighthearted selections. The
films will be shown straight through, with a short
break before discussion. The class objective is to
share views and insights into the film's subject
matter and other aspects of cinema. We count
on you to participate, enjoy good acting,
cinematography, life situations and share your
questions and interpretations with the class.

6) Have Lunch With Robert De Niro

Wednesday, 1/25-3/1, 11am-1:30pm
Location: 4-102 Limit: 30
Facilitators: Cindy Reynolds, Bonnie Manko
Each week bring your lunch to enjoy while we
view six of Robert De Niro's films. We'll start
with Taxi Driver. Prior to start date, you'll be
emailed a list of eight films from which to select
the next five. Before watching the film each
week we will offer interesting facts about the
production, followed by an open discussion.
To Register or for more information: www.yc.edu/PrescottOLLI or 928-717-7634
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PRESCOTT OLLI Winter In-Person Classes
7) Merry Monologues

Tuesday, 1/24-2/14, 2-3:30pm
Location: 31-101 Limit: 10
Facilitator: Ann Lodwick
In this fun class, you’ll take a speech from a play
and read it, taking on a character unlike yourself.
Here’s a chance to put on a new persona in front
of a friendly class. You can be someone new:
like a harried dentist, a morose bus driver, a
selfish child—whatever the script allows. No
experience required! A sense of humor probably
helps. This class offers an opportunity to express
yourself in front of a groups in ways you haven't
tried before. You can choose from available
monologues or write your own. The coaching will
be gentle and the audience supportive. No
memorizing or experience is necessary.

9) Memoir Writing

Wednesday, 1/25-3/1, 2-4pm
Location: 3-203 Limit: 10
Facilitator: Joann Ashlock
Have you thought about writing your memoirs for
yourself, your family, or to better understand
your history, your life? This class is for you! We'll
discover topics, themes and writing tips to help
you write your stories. Each week, we'll explore
ways to develop the use of senses, specific
details, scene and dialogue. Class members
have remarked that they have shared their
memoirs with family members to find that new
connections are made and relationships
renewed. We'll share our memoirs in class;
participants are invited to give their positive,
friendly and constructive feedback. Priority
enrollment will be given to returning students;
new students are welcome!

10) 10 Minute Originals: Writing Off the
Top of My Head

8) The History and Art of Clothing
Button Collecting

Monday, 1/23-2/6, 2-3:15pm
Location: 3-203 Limit: 20
Facilitators: Vicky Conder-Elliott, Bev Wright
Our aim is to acquaint the participant with the
history and art of clothing buttons. Learn to
classify buttons by age, material, design, and
use. We'll be exposed to the tools and rules of
button collecting and competing. We will interact
with local collectors as they share their joy and
personal interests within the world of buttons.

Tuesday, 1/24-2/7, 11am-12:15pm
Location: 30-126 Limit: 12
Facilitator: Mary Ann A. Schaffer
This class is built around a wide range of
thought-provoking and off-beat questions, such
as: it is winter and you have just moved to North
Dakota; write a postcard that makes Californians
jealous; or write a eulogy for a relative you can't
stand. You will have 8 minutes to write your
response. When time is up, you will share with
the class what you have written. No criticism
allowed and, of course, no grades! No previous
writing experience necessary, just a desire to be
creative, enjoy some thoughtful discussion and
have some fun. Enjoy an hour or so of
stimulating ideas and mind wanderings that
require some unique thinking. Do you dare?

To Register or for more information: www.yc.edu/PrescottOLLI or 928-717-7634
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11) Prairie Muse: The Life and Works
of Willa Cather

Monday, 1/23-2/20, 2-4pm
Location: 31-102 Limit: 25
Facilitator: Sandra Bennett
A celebration of the life and works of this Pulitzer
Prize-winning novelist who gave voice to the
settlers of the western plains. Students will read
two of her novels, O Pioneers and My Antonia
and view films of O Pioneers and Song of the
Lark.

13) Foreign Affairs: Headlines and
Topics

Tuesday, 1/24-2/28, 11am-1:00pm
Location: 31-101 Limit: 30
Facilitator: John A.K. Lowe
This learning group continues our discussions
about current foreign affairs and major topics,
countries, and regions. The facilitator, and
volunteer guest speakers, will use brief
presentations to generate interactive discussions
about the past week’s important happenings and
major global issues, as well as topics of interest,
such as Energy, China in Latin America, Water
Crisis, Population, Deforestation, and Food
Insecurity. We will exchange ideas through open
discussions. Bring your viewpoint and share your
opinions. Join the conversation!

14) You be the Judge

12) Viewpoints

Friday, 1/27-3/3, 10am-12pm
Location: 31-101 Limit: 20
Facilitators: Jack Wilson, Y. "Turk" Kangal*
Aristotle says, "It is the mark of an educated
mind to be able to entertain a thought without
accepting it." No idea, belief, or opinion is out of
bounds in this class, and everyone is allowed to
express his or her thoughts. Let us have a lively,
entertaining and, most of all, informative
discussion.

Friday, 1/27-2/10, 11am-12:30pm
Location: 3-119 Limit: 50
Facilitator: Ray Lee
OLLI member Raymond Lee will facilitate an
interactive program examining how judges are
appointed and the different kinds of challenging
courtroom disputes that judges hear and decide.
Ray was a trial lawyer in Phoenix before being
appointed to the Maricopa County Superior
Court, hearing cases while serving on criminal,
family, and juvenile rotations. Participants will
hear case summaries as well as Arizona statutes
applicable to each case study; analyze the
cases; participate in a lively discussion regarding
the merits of each litigant; and then cast a vote
regarding the outcome of each case.

To Register or for more information: www.yc.edu/PrescottOLLI or 928-717-7634
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15) Reverse Mortgages: Remodeling
Retirement

Tuesday, 1/24-2/7, 9:30-10:45am
Location: 19-225 Limit: 20
Facilitator: Scott Burks
Retirement planning has traditionally excluded
housing wealth. Today, with volatile investment
and interest rate markets, more individuals are
taking a fresh look at reverse mortgages to help
meet their long-term goals. In this three-session
study we will read and review two nationally
recognized reverse mortgage authors and watch
the training provided by the Official Education
Partner of the Financial Planning Association.
Subjects to be covered include how a reverse
mortgage works with a review of eligibility, costs,
misconceptions, safeguards, and several case
studies. We will cover how to manage long term
care costs, delay social security, and address
the bad reputation of reverse mortgages. We will
wrap up with a powerful presentation on “A new
discovery in risk reduction.” Books will be
provided at no charge for this course. Scott
Burks has over 25 years of financial and banking
experience and is currently one of 200 Certified
Reverse Mortgage Professionals (CRMP)
Nationwide.

16) John Paul Stevens - Six Amendments

Monday, 1/23-2/20, 2-3pm
Location: 31-101 Limit: 24
Facilitator: Ed Wisneski*
The class will examine and discuss the insightful,
candid observations of former Supreme Court
(SCOTUS) justice John Paul Stevens on issues
still prominent today. After he retired in 2010 as
the second oldest (90) and third longest-serving
jurist (35 years) in SCOTUS history, he remained
extraordinarily active until his death in 2019,
giving interviews, speeches, and writing three
books. In his book Six Amendments: How and
Why We Should Change the Constitution,
among the amendments he discusses are:
gerrymandering, capital punishment, gun safety,

and campaign financing. Class members will be
expected to purchase this book (Amazon, $5.44)
and to contribute to discussions. The class will
hear his comments on his former cases such as
Bush-Gore in 2000, Citizens United in 2010
(when he wrote the last of his 720 dissents in his
career, a SCOTUS record), District of Columbia
vs. Heller in 2008 that permitted citizens to carry
guns for self-defense and Texas vs. Johnson in
1989 that ruled the burning of the U.S. flag was
protected speech under the First Amendment.

17) Random Acts of History Pt 5

Tuesday, 1/24-2/7, 11am-12:15pm
Location: 4-102 Limit: 50
Facilitator: Bill Weiss
This session will include the uniquely American
innovation - the supermarket. In their rapid
evolution and dramatic expansion, supermarkets
have also made family groceries and farms
nearly obsolete and helped transform the entire
food chain into a powerful handful of gigantic
agribusinesses. We will explore Close Calls Nuclear Accidents and their Aftermath. Nuclear
power plants have been in operation for almost
70 years and have achieved a remarkable record
of public safety and environmental responsibility.
Or have they? Finally, we will revisit ranking and
rating the postwar Presidents. We will place
them in broad categories: helpful, neutral and
harmful, according to the impact they had on
America while they governed, and the legacy
they left the nation.

John Paul Stevens

To Register or for more information: www.yc.edu/PrescottOLLI or 928-717-7634
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20) Ken Burns: The US and the
Holocaust

18) The US and Canada with the
Geography King

Monday, 1/23-2/27, 9:30-10:45am
Location: 31-101 Limit: 25
Facilitator: Jim Veney*
Kyle Oden, working under the name of the
Geography King, creates and presents dozens of
Youtube videos on US and Canadian geography,
road trips, cities and the countryside. He ranks
cities, states, and regions on prosperity, livability,
interestingness, and curiousness. This class will
look at some of his more interesting videos and
provide the opportunity to discuss his views on
the various places he examines.

19) Tracking Down the Wilderness
Route

Wednesday, 1/25-2/22, 12:30-1:45pm
Location: 31-101 Limit: 25
Facilitators: Frank Proud, Pat Adams
Welcome to Arizona’s longest-running nature
show x 2. Over two million riders have witnessed
the natural beauty of Verde Canyon on the
Verde Canyon Railroad (VCRR). The excursion
train transports visitors 20 miles (one way) to
Perkinsville and back. This class will track the
Arizona Central Railroad (AZCR) which hauls
coal, cement and bauxite the entire 40 mile route
from Clarkdale’s cement plant to BNSF’s Drake
interchange, including many drone photos of
deep canyons and hidden trestles. The class will
study the ‘rolling stock’ operating under both
‘reporting marks’. We go from the parlor car, to
wildflowers, train crews, canyons and drone
shots. Learn how a 110 year old freight line has
morphed into an attraction that’s designated an
“Arizona Treasure”.

Thursday, 2/2-2/16, 2-4:30pm
Location: 4-102 Limit: 50
Facilitator: Rachel Turet
The U.S. and the Holocaust is a three-part, sixhour series that examines America’s response to
one of the greatest humanitarian crises of the
twentieth century. Americans consider
themselves a “nation of immigrants,” but as the
catastrophe of the Holocaust unfolded in Europe,
the United States proved unwilling to open its
doors to more than a fraction of the hundreds of
thousands of desperate people seeking refuge.
Through riveting firsthand testimony of witnesses
and survivors who endured persecution, violence
and flight as their families tried to escape Hitler,
this series delves deeply into the tragic human
consequences of public indifference,
bureaucratic red tape and restrictive quota laws
in America. Did the nation fail to live up to its
ideals? This is a history to be reckoned with.

21) Germany under Hitler’s Nazi
Germany (1933-1945)

Tuesday, 1/24-2/21, 9:30-10:45am
Location: 4-102 Limit: 30
Facilitator: Axel Funke
The facilitator will relate his personal
experiences during Hitler’s Germany and relate
also what other Germans experienced at that
time. The main topics will include the historical
background of Europe and Germany from 1517
(Reformation) to 1933 ─ Hitler’s Take-over of
Germany; opposition to Hitler’s Nazi regime and
the persecution of Christians and Jews;
resistance to Hitler by the German Churches and
other opposition groups; the split of the German
Protestant Church between Hitler’s Reichskirche
and the Confessing Church; Hitler’s defeat and
the collapse of Nazi Germany; and the martyrs,
victims of Holocaust and heroes in the fight of
resistance to Hitler’s Nazi regime.

To Register or for more information: www.yc.edu/PrescottOLLI or 928-717-7634
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22) The 8-Fold Path, the Buddha's
Prescription for Living Joyfully with
Reality

Friday, 1/27-3/3, 9:30-11:30am
Location: 4-118 Limit: 30
Facilitator: Rand Lane
Using several lectures from Wondrium Great
Courses on Buddhism and mindfulness as well
as discussions of related transcriptions from
numerous books, these classes will present the
nonreligious philosophy which underpins the 4th
Noble Truth and the consequent 8-fold path
which addresses mental discipline
(concentration, mindfulness, and practice),
ethical conduct (speech, action, and livelihood),
and a wisdom derived from having faith in
reason (thought and understanding),
Participants are asked to commit to
meditation practice at least 2 minutes daily for
the duration of the course.

23) Intuition/Psychic Development

Friday, 1/27-3/3, 1-3:15pm
Location: 30-126 Limit: 10
Facilitator: Mary Melanson
Learn how to tap into your innate spiritual gifts.
You will learn what Intuitive and Psychic energy
is, how to feel it, and the different tools and
techniques to use in the process. You will learn
to hear that little voice in your head and trust it.
This five-week course will be an introduction to
use and access your natural gifts. Using best
practices we will consider among many
approaches: muscle responses, the use of
pendulum movements, crystals, and essential
oils. Asking questions is encouraged. Learn what
your strongest gifts are and how to hone them
while discovering your other gifts.

24) A Different Prime of Life:
Spirituality of Aging

Tuesday, 1/24-2/28, 2-4:30pm
Location: 19-225 Limit: 10
Facilitator: Nancy Van der Voort
How we move into a purposeful and personally
authentic spirituality in the autumn of life is a
primary focus for many senior adults. Yet,
particularly for those who are not affiliated with a
religious community, there can be a sense of
isolation, a yearning for open conversations, and
an opportunity to feel heard about such an
important aspect of life. While we may come with
a history of religious practice, this group is not
about religion or proselytizing. The intent of this
group will be to create a welcoming environment
for authentic dialog about our personal paths of
spirituality. Beyond the initial first session, the
facilitator will provide a set of questions for
participants to live with and journal about over
the next week and at the next session be
prepared to share insights that developed
through discernment. Only a notebook/journal
and pen are required.

25) Cosmos: A Spacetime Odyssey

Tuesday, 1/24-2/28, 2-4pm
Location: 3-203 Limit: 30
Facilitator: Dave Waldorf
COSMOS: A SpaceTime Odyssey continues the
exploration of the remarkable mysteries of the
cosmos and our place within it. Hosted by
renowned astrophysicist Dr. Neil deGrasse
Tyson, this thrilling, 13-part adventure will
transport you across the universe of space and
time, bringing to life never-before-told stories of
the heroic quest for knowledge and a deeper
understanding of nature. With an updated
Cosmic Calendar, dazzling visual effects, and
the wondrous Ship of the Imagination, prepare to
take an unforgettable journey to new worlds and
across the universe for a vision of the cosmos on
the grandest - and smallest - scale. We will
watch 2-3 episodes in each session, with a brief
break midway, followed by discussion of the
material in those episodes.

To Register or for more information: www.yc.edu/PrescottOLLI or 928-717-7634
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26) Future Nuclear Energy in the US –
To Be or Not to Be

Tuesday, 1/24-2/28, 9:30-10:45am
Location: 4-117 Limit: 25
Facilitator: James Kendall
The class will provide a relatively non-technical
overview of six topics: radiation health effects;
early research and demonstration reactor
deployment in the US; commercial power reactor
deployment in the US; the Three Mile Island,
Chernobyl and Fukashima accidents; advanced
reactor research and development; and future
initiatives, covering one topic per class. For each
class, an initial presentation will be, followed by a
discussion session. The presentation material
provided will be distributed to participants in
advance of the class.

27) Electric Energy Production Renewable Energy is Coming!

Wednesday, 1/25-3/1, 9:30-11:30am
Location: 19-224 Limit: 25
Facilitator: Thomas McColloch
This class will review electric power generation
and explain how the electricity is produced that
we use every day. We will review the basic
technology of coal, natural gas, and nuclear
power plants, and review the social, economic
and environmental impacts of each. We will
review renewable energy plants powered by
wind, solar, hydro and geothermal, with a
discussion of how these technologies minimize
the impact on climate change. We will discuss
energy storage technologies and will conclude
with the outlook for electric energy production in
the United States. Several states have set goals
to have all of their electricity generated with
renewable energy, and we will look at how they
can transition away from conventional generation
sources.

28) Geologic Wonders of the Earth Pt 3

Wednesday, 1/25-3/1, 2-4pm
Location: 4-102 Limit: 50
Facilitators: Dave Hoffman*, Johanna Kangal*
Travel to 36 of Planet Earth's most amazing
natural wonders, guided by Earth and Planetary
Sciences Professor, Michael Wysession. Explore
each visually spectacular site and learn the
forces and geological science behind its
creation. Hear the stories of the effects on
people, their history and their culture. Get travel
tips plus additional places to see the geological
phenomenon. Part 3 includes Yellowstone,
Iceland, The Maldives, The Dead Sea, Meteor
Crater, Auroras, Planetary Wonders, and others.

29) Intro to Smart Home Devices

Friday, 1/27-2/3, 9:30-10:45am
Location: 3-271 Limit: 20
Facilitator: Rod Riggenbach
Get your home up to speed with smart home
devices. You’ll learn about the features of
Amazon’s smart speakers and the Alexa digital
assistant app. We’ll talk to Alexa and catch up on
the most recent innovations. With this in-person
class, you’ll learn how to set up an Amazon
smart speaker and use Alexa to add more
interest to your daily life.

To Register or for more information: www.yc.edu/PrescottOLLI or 928-717-7634
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30) Navigating the Health Care System

Thursday, 1/26-2/16, 2-4pm
Location: 3-203 Limit: 30
Facilitators: Steve Ashlock, Rich Poynter
We are all grateful for the health care that we
receive in our community. But, it seems that we
know very little about the structure, finances and
delivery from the medical providers. This
session examines our health care from the
professionals' point of view. We will also discuss
legal documents associated with the aging
process. Speakers will include: Frank
Almendarez, MSHA, Vice President, Operations,
Dignity Health; Ann Curry, YRMC Physicians
Care; Michael Berlowe, Program Director,
Maggie's Hospice and Palliative Care; Dr Ellen
Bunch, Concierge Medicine Specialist. We invite
you to join us in this journey of health care
discovery!

32) Gluten Free Cooking and Lifestyle

Monday, 1/23-2/20, 11am-12:15pm
Location: 31-101 Limit: 20
Facilitator: Kristen Law
Do you, a family member or friend have gluten
sensitivity or would you just like to know what
gluten is or how to cook without gluten. Your
facilitator has been an avid cook and baker since
her teenage years and upon discovering gluten
intolerance 15 years ago, relearned how to
create treasured recipes. This course will include
educational materials, shopping, cooking, and
traveling tips with homemade samples and
recipes each week. The last week will include a
pot luck: cooking desired but not required! $5
fee to be paid to the facilitator for supplies.
Click below to hear from Kristen:

31) Blue Zone Challenge

Wednesday, 1/25-3/1, 2-4pm
Location: 31-101 Limit: 15
Facilitator: Donna Learned
There are places in the world, called Blue Zones,
where people naturally live long, happy, healthy
lives. You don't have to pack up and move to
Okinawa, Japan, or Ikaria, Greece, to increase
your lifespan. You can join the challenge and
bring the lessons of the Blue Zones to your own
life, home, family and neighborhood. Over the
four weeks of the challenge, you'll take
advantage of opportunities to eat healthy foods,
move more, connect with others, and practice
other healthy habits from the Blue Zones. Come
to class willing to share the experience, recipes
and thoughts. The course will use videos,
YouTube, and a weekly planner.

33) Beginning Quilling

Friday, 2/3-3/3, 10am-12pm
Location: 30-126 Limit: 10
Facilitator: Eleanor Wing*
Quilling or paper filigree is the art of using paper
strips that are rolled, shaped, and glued together
to create decorative designs. The name “quilling”
is thought to come from the origin of the art in
which strips of paper were coiled around birds’
feathers, or “quills.” In this class, we will use
specialized tools to create basic shapes that can
be made into designs suitable for decorating
greeting cards and other items. Quilling is a fairly
easy skill to learn, and you may be surprised at
how quickly you can complete a beautiful project
using twirled paper and your own creativity! $15
Cost for supplies payable to instructor the first
day of class.

To Register or for more information: www.yc.edu/PrescottOLLI or 928-717-7634
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34) Gardening Topics

Tuesday, 1/31-2/28, 8:30-10:30am
Location: 31-101 Limit: 30
Facilitators: Angie Mazella*, Lois Janowski
This 5 week gardening class will give some
important basic gardening advice and cover
some topics of interest to gardeners. In
conjunction with the Yavapai Master Gardener
Association we will present speakers on the
following: How to maximize the success of your
home garden; All about soils; How to deflect and
get rid of critters in your backyard; How to grow
tomatoes with varieties that do well in Prescott;
Beans, Beans, Beans – growing beans with
companion plants the native way. We will also
have a Q&A session for your gardening
questions and issues.

35) Sugar Cookie Easter/Spring felt
appliqué class

Friday, 2/17-2/24, 2-4:30pm
Location: 31-101 Limit: 14
Facilitator: Jill Norcross
These darling little wool felt ornaments are the
best kind of cookie! No mess in the kitchen, no
calories and no crumbs! Use them to decorate a
seasonal Easter/Spring wreath, arrange on a
pretty plate for a centerpiece, or put on a
bamboo stem for a faux cookie bouquet. The
possibilities are endless! Note: $5 fee to be paid
to the facilitator for supplies.
Click below to hear from Jill:

36) Pine Needle Baskets

Monday, 2/27-3/6, 2-4:30pm
Location: 31-102 Limit: 6
Facilitator: Jill Norcross
Have you ever wanted to weave a pine needle
basket? Now is your chance! Instructions will
teach you how to coil a small pine needle basket.
This kit is for beginners. Each student needs to
purchase the kit at www.traditionalcraftkits.com.
for $12.95 (link will be on receipt.) We can add
feathers and beads to it when we are finished!
Note: $5 fee to be paid to the facilitator for
additional supplies.

37) Polymer Clay Jewelry

Monday, 1/23-2/13, 11-12:30pm
Location: 31-102 Limit: 12
Facilitators: Kathy Dudek*, Joe Dudek*
An introduction to making polymer clay seasonal
jewelry. The class will make four items: a
snowman pin for winter, heart pin for Valentine’s
Day, shamrock pin for St. Patrick’s Day, and a
bunny for April. No prior experience necessary.
Supply fee will be $15 and will include all
materials.

38) Poker Omaha Hi Lo/Texas Hold
‘Em

Wednesday, 1/25-3/1, 2-4:30pm
Location: 30-126 Limit: 10
Facilitators: Ken Paris, Pat Harder
Knowledge of playing poker is helpful but not
mandatory. Omaha is a complicated poker
game. In this class you will learn how the game
of Omaha Hi Lo is played in casinos. We will
also, with class input, mix in some Texas Hold
‘Em. You will be introduced to poker terminology,
ranking of poker hands, table action and other
rules of the game. You will learn when to bet,
raise and fold the cards that are dealt to you. By
the end of the session you will have played in
live and tournament games for fun.

To Register or for more information: www.yc.edu/PrescottOLLI or 928-717-7634
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39) Beginning Bridge

Friday, 2/3-3/10, 9:30-10:45am
Location: 31-102 Limit: 16
Facilitators: Darcy White, Don Dimmel
Come learn the exciting and challenging game of
bridge. Two experienced, patient teachers will
introduce this terrific game to you.

40) Returning to Bridge Again

Friday, 2/3-3/10, 11am-12:15pm
Location: 31-102 Limit: 16
Facilitators: Darcy White, Don Dimmel
Used to play in college? Come see how the
game has changed and remember how good
you were at it!

44) Introduction to Qigong

Monday, 1/23-2/27, 10-11:15am
Location: 2-140 Limit: 14
Facilitator: Anthony Aparo
The student will learn a brief history and
description of Qigong as a healing art. In
addition, I will teach a basic practice which
includes self massage, breathing techniques,
one form of warm-up and one ancient 5,000 year
old Qigong form which is called the "Six Healing
Sounds" or Liu Zi Jae (pronounced Leeoo Tsu
Jeh) for health and well-being.

41) Beginning Mahjong

Tuesday, 1/24-2/28, 2-4pm
Location: 31-102 Limit: 12
Facilitators: Judy Riggenbach, Eileen Griffin
Beginning Players Only: Mahjong, a tile-based
game, was developed during the 19th century in
China. It is a game of skill, not luck. The
National Majong card will be used, and American
Mahjong will be taught. You will learn about the
tiles that are played, how they are played, and
strategy. Two tables of 4 will be playing. There
is a $10 charge for the Mahjong card, to be paid
to the instructor the first day of class.
Click below to hear from Judy:

45) Strenuous Hiking

Friday, 1/27-3/3, 9am-12pm
Location: Offsite Limit: 16
Facilitators: Lisa Garnes, Joslyn Anderson
Bundle up and enjoy one of the most beautiful
times of year to be outdoors and hiking! It is
essential that you be accustomed to hiking 6-8
miles on uneven, rocky and sometimes steep
terrain. We will be hiking at a moderate pace
with regular brief stops and a short break. Hikes
will last approximately 3 hours - plus travel time
to the hike’s start location. In this session,
depending on the weather, we may travel to
Mayer, Black Canyon City or the Verde Valley for
one or two hikes in search of a warmer and drier
trail. The meeting place for the first hike will be
announced before the hike.

To Register or for more information: www.yc.edu/PrescottOLLI or 928-717-7634
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Volunteers
Connecting, Helping & Having Fun!
Become an OLLI volunteer and connect with new friends, help OLLI thrive and have fun!
Your skills and knowledge will make a difference.
OLLI relies heavily on its volunteers, and has opportunities to fit all interests, from facilitating classes, to helping with one-time events, or joining an on-going committee. Here are
some of the many ways you can join the fun:
Facilitate a Class
Have some special interests? Become a Class Facilitator and share your
knowledge or facilitate
discussions about the topic and learn from others.

Be a Classroom
Ambassador

Become a Tech
Assistant

Facilitators can often use
an extra hand. Sign up to
be an Ambassador for
classes you are already
taking – you can come a
little early to greet people
and help out – and make a
big difference!

Technology can be great –
until it doesn’t work.
Learn how to help facilitators with the technology
(you don’t need to be a
“techie” – we provide
training!). You can
choose to help in the
classroom or with Zoom
classes.

Join an OLLI Committee
Did you know that OLLI has a
Governing Council and eight
different committees of volunteers? The Council and the
committees help the limited
staff keep OLLI working
smoothly.

Help with One-Time Special
Events
Have some extra time? OLLI
periodically needs people to
help with special events. These
needs are announced in the
OLLI newsletter.

Interested in volunteering or learning more about volunteer options?
Sign up through the Volunteer page of the OLLI website:
https://www.yc.edu/v6/lifelong-learning/olli1/olli-prescott-volunteer.html
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Volunteers
OLLI Governing Council & Committees
OLLI has an elected Governing Council and 8 committees to support OLLI operations. All
committees are run by volunteers who are OLLI members.

Governing Council
Who oversees the big picture? This elected council sets OLLI’s strategic direction and policies, approves the budget and oversees program operations. The
11 Council Members are elected from OLLI membership and may serve up to
three consecutive 2-year terms.

Curriculum
The ‘learning ’part
of Lifelong Learning
is what we are all
about. Promoting,
vetting and encouraging facilitators
keeps the class offerings fresh and
vital.

Finance
The Finance Committee works with the
Governing Council,
Staff and OLLI’s College liaison to develop
the annual budget,
review spending and
present financial reports to the Governing Council each session.

Member Engagement
OLLI is more than a
classroom. The
Member Engagement Committee
works to help members know the myriad of opportunities
for getting involved
with OLLI. It welcomes new members
with its New Member Mentor Program,
keeps members informed through its
Ambassador program, and recruits
and matches volunteers with volunteer
needs.

Nominating

Social

Once a year, about
half the Governing
Council members are
up for re-election. The
ad hoc Nomination
Committee recruits
new talent and organizes the member driven election.

Fostering social connections is one of
OLLI’s key goals. This
committee gets creative in planning and
organizing social functions for OLLI members.

Marketing and
Communication
Help us get the word
out about how awesome OLLI is. This
committee promotes
OLLI in the community to increase awareness and attract members.

Special Programs
All OLLI programs are
special, but some programs offer opportunities to learn outside the
classroom or focus on
small group’s interests.
Thinking of new and
innovative ideas is this
group's goal.

Technology
We are surrounded by and use technology in our daily lives. But sometimes there is a
gap between what we know and what we want to accomplish. The goal of the Tech
Committee is to fill that gap with classes and mentoring.
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PRESCOTT OLLI Winter Online Classes
48) Telling Your Stories: Writing Your
Memoirs

46) Great Musicals

Thursday, 1/26-3/2, 2-3pm
Location: Zoom Limit: 15
Facilitator: Bill Mains
Musicals have been a major force in Broadway
and Hollywood. They show all facets of life, love,
history, comedy, and even scary times. This
class will bring out all the above by showing the
best musicals ever made, including (not in any
particular order) Singing in the Rain, West Side
Story, My FairLady, The Sound of Music, and
Chicago.

Tuesday, 1/24-2/28, 11am-1pm
Location: Zoom Limit: 10
Facilitator: Becky Gunn*
One way of remembering events in your life is by
writing them down. In doing so, you tell your
story. In a supportive and constructive
environment, each week class participants will
write a short thematic essay about their lives. We
will share our pieces and provide friendly
feedback. This class is for those wishing to begin
to write their ‘memoirs’ and for those who have
previously taken the Writing Your Memoirs class.

47) Biographies in an Hour

Monday, 1/23-2/27, 11am-12pm
Location: Zoom Limit: 20
Facilitators: Becky Gunn*, Gail Mello
There are many individuals we wish we knew
more about, but we haven’t had the time to read
that wonderful voluminous biography. To grant
your wish, we will be sharing information about
six different people that you may or may not
know much about. Each week using Wikipedia,
YouTube, and other sources, we will explore the
life of one person. We might consider scientists,
poets, artists, activists, politicians, authors,
pioneers, adventurers. Participants will receive
specific biographic information five days prior to
the class which we ask that you read/watch. We
will also provide questions for discussion.

49) Fly Away with Ursula

Thursday, 1/26-2/16, 2:30-4pm
Location: Zoom Limit: 20
Facilitators: Carol Hammond*, Susan
Gerhart*
Find out why Ursula K. LeGuin received the
National Book Award for Lifetime Achievement in
2014 for her fantasy and science fiction novels,
children's books, short story/poetry collections,
and essays. We'll discuss works spanning her
50-year career, including A Wizard of Earthsea,
The Left Hand of Darkness and The Lathe of
Heaven.

To Register or for more information: www.yc.edu/PrescottOLLI or 928-717-7634
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PRESCOTT OLLI Winter Online Classes
50) New Ideas

Wednesday, 1/25-3/1, 11am-12pm
Location: Zoom Limit: 50
Facilitator: Barbara Brown*
Please join me on a journey into the world of
ideas. Each week we will explore a different
subject: history, science, space, the human
body, art architecture, and current events. Every
week will be different!

51) Thinking Allowed- Insights into
Hermeticism and the Western Esoteric
Tradition

Monday, 1/23-2/27, 2-3:30pm
Location: Zoom Limit: 15
Facilitator: DeeDee Freeman
Inspired by Parapsychologist Jeffrey Mishlove’s
series of interviews “Thinking Allowed,” this
session’s theme is “Insights into Hermeticism
and the Western Esoteric Tradition.” From
mystery schools of ancient Egypt, thru
Renaissance Europe, to the impact of Dr.
Norman Vincent Peale’s “The Power of Positive
Thinking” on current events and the influence of
Hermeticism on the Western Esoteric tradition
will be examined. Hidden in plain sight, the signs
and symbols of Hermetic Alchemy are
everywhere, if you know where to look. Each
week the facilitator will provide the video link and
questions to keep in mind while viewing.

52) Armchair Adventures

Monday, 1/23-2/27, 11am-12pm
Location: Zoom Limit: 50
Facilitator: Barbara Brown*
We’ll travel the world without passports,
expense, long airport lines or fatigue. We will
explore cultures, history and do lots of
sightseeing on the wonderful planet of ours.
We’ll see new places every session.

53) How the Earth was Made

Tuesday, 1/24-2/28, 11am-12pm
Location: Zoom Limit: 50
Facilitator: Barbara Brown*
This documentary series goes to the ends of the
earth to find where our world began. Forged from
fire and ice, formed by floods, volcanoes,
asteroids and earthquakes, our planet tells a
dynamic geological story. What are megatsunamis? What happens when you have
millions of years of rain? Visual effects, location
filming and stunning aerial photography bring
viewers back 4.5 billion years to enjoy a unique
window on our world. How the Earth Was Made
peels back time like layers of rock to reveal the
origins of the place we call home.

54) Google Earth and the Earth

Wednesday, 1/25-2/8, 9:30-10:30am
Location: Zoom Limit: 15
Facilitator: Frank Croft
This is an introduction to the software Google
Earth. We will cover the major controls in the
software in the first session. In the second
session, we will look at the data that is shown in
Google Earth: where it comes from, what are
some of its characteristics and the satellites that
collect it. We will discuss how to interpret what
you are seeing. In the third session we will view
unique examples of satellite data from around
the world and attempt to interpret what our eyes
see in the image. This is a demonstration class
only. If you want to use Google Earth, you will do
so outside of class.

To Register or for more information: www.yc.edu/PrescottOLLI or 928-717-7634
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PRESCOTT OLLI Winter Online Classes
55) Photo Organization - Simple and
Done

Monday, 1/23-1/30, 12:30-2pm
Location: Zoom Limit: 30
Facilitator: Celeste Soong-Tang
Imagine your photos organized in one place,
permanently and safely and being able to find
any photo in a matter of seconds! This includes
old slides and movies. We will talk about
digitizing old media, cloud storage, software for
creating photo projects and photo restoration.
You will learn techniques you can use with any
photo management system. Begin to enjoy your
photos again and leave a legacy through photos
and stories in a way that is simple, manageable,
and stress free.

56) Midweek Guided Meditation

Wednesday, 1/25-3/1, 12:30-1:15pm
Location: Zoom Limit: 20
Facilitator: DeeDee Freeman
Back by popular demand, this midweek guided
meditation is intended to give ourselves a much
needed break and simply relax. There are no
books or suggested reading. Each week we will
briefly discuss the meditation topic and
experience a relaxing 30min guided meditation.
The guided meditations will include “Loving
Kindness”, “Heart-Mind Coherence”, “Creating
an Inner Sanctuary” and special requests from
the participants.

57) Zentangle

Friday, 1/27-3/3, 11am-1pm
Location: Zoom Limit: 10
Facilitators: Kathy Dudek*, Joe Dudek*
Zentangle® is an easy-to-learn, relaxing way to
create beautiful images by drawing structured
patterns. The Zentangle® method is a journey of
self-discovery and requires no artistic ability.
Students are encouraged to explore and
embrace their individual styles, there is no "right"
or “wrong”; and, Zentangle® is a proven method
for mindfulness. It fosters self-esteem, focus,
relaxation and stress reduction. Joe and Kathy
Dudek are certified CZTs and have been
successfully teaching for many years. A supply
kit is available from the facilitators for $15, we
will make arrangements for pick up before the
class starts.

58) Great Courses Potpourri (Email
Only)

Location: Email Only Limit: 30
Facilitator: Patricia Berlowe
Over the years OLLI has purchased many titles
from Great Courses to use in our classrooms.
We have access to over 250 titles that can be
streamed from your home. If you sign up for this
class, you will be given access to the Prescott
OLLI account, and can stream at will for the
session. There is music, history, mindfulness,
science and travel. Although we won't meet to
discuss in a formal way, you could certainly
collaborate with friends, pick titles and discuss
on your own!
.

To Register or for more information: www.yc.edu/PrescottOLLI or 928-717-7634
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Sedona Verde Valley OLLI Winter Online Classes

Sedona Verde Valley OLLI Online Classes
Note: Current Prescott OLLI Members are invited
to enroll in Sedona/Verde Valley OLLI Classes,
most memberships pay the “a-la-cart fee” listed in
the description (the exception is the Unlimited
Membership.)

Architecture of Food (Z-206-W23)
with Larry Canepa
NEW! One of the founders of French Grande Cuisine,
Marie Antoine Carême studied as an architect before
becoming an international chef. His career-changing
decision led the way to modern food plating, including
the modern wedding cake. We will explore the great
architecture of the world and the lasting influence on
every plate placed before you in restaurants across the
world. Class minimum: 12.
Fri Feb 3 • 9:00 AM - 11:00 AM
Online Workshop • 1 Session • $15
Art and Politics in China: Propaganda and Protest
(Z-103C-W23)
with Charles Blum
NEW! Government control of the arts has ebbed and
flowed since the founding of the People's Republic of
China in 1949. This course will examine illustrative
examples of posters, paintings, sculptures and film, as
well as the pivotal roles played by Mao Zedong and Ai
Wei Wei in this story. Class minimum: 5.
Fri Jan 27 - Fri Mar 10 • 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Online Learning Group • 6 Sessions • $35
Energy Vampire Protection (Z-115-W23)
with Darielle Archer
NEW! This class will show you when you have
encountered an “Energy Vampire,” one minute you are
feeling great; then you aren’t. Imagine being relaxed,
taking a deep breath, and enjoying your day. How would
it be to recognize the energy drainers? Discover the six
symptoms of an energy vampire encounter; clear the
negative energy and reside; recharge the breath; build
protection from the chronic drainers around you; learn
the bubble technique; stop Vampires quickly –
anywhere. Class minimum: 2.
Thu Jan 26 - Thu Feb 16 • 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
Online Learning Group • 4 Sessions • $35

Five Books-Religion and World Culture (Z-117-W23)
with Lorna Macdonald
This course will look at five familiar books that have
shaped religions around the world. The Divine
Pymander, Hebraic Tongue Restored, Holy Geets
(Chinmayanda), Dhammapada (Thomas Stanley). These
texts have been greatly valued as universal/cultural
treasures and have helped advance human ethics,
spirituality, and personal growth for generations.
Selected readings will be provided. Class minimum: 5.
Mon Jan 23 - Mon Feb 13 • 10:45 AM - 12:15 PM
Online Learning Group • 4 Sessions • $35
Moses and the Singularity (Z-125-W23)
with Lorna Macdonald
The Mystical insight of Moses is little known. It's time to
take a thoughtful and more universal look at the Sepher
(Genesis) of Moses. Cosmology meets Cosmogony.
Come and journey through the history of this text from
Egypt to Babylon. Explore the languages influencing the
translations and be ready to leave the Garden and head
for the stars!
Thu Jan 26 - Thu Feb 16 • 2:45 PM - 4:15 PM
Online Learning Group • 4 Sessions • $35
Skills for Enhanced Living (Z-141-W23)
with Rick Rokosz
This Learning Group cluster of workshops is designed to
help you to live a more productive life. Workshops will
focus on: managing habits, decluttering your life,
managing stress, overcoming your fears, tackling tough
problems, and the "25-hour day" time savers. The
information presented in these sessions will be from
easy-to-understand slides, copies of which will be made
available by the presenter. Class minimum: 5. Class
maximum: 12.
Thu Jan 26 - Thu Mar 9 • 10:45 AM - 12:15 PM
Online Learning Group • 6 Sessions • $35
The Mike File: A Story of Grief and Hope (Z-232-W23)
with Stephen Trimble
NEW! In telling this story, I reach beyond our family
mantra: “I had an older brother - a half-brother - who left
home when I was six. He was diagnosed sequentially as
retarded, schizophrenic, and epileptic. He died years
ago.” Mike's story - in my book, "The Mike File" - won the
2022 Human Relations Mental Health Awareness Book
of the Year. His heartrending life mirrors the history of
our treatment of mental illness in America. I close with
my imagined vision of how we could have done right by
Mike. Class minimum: 10.
Fri Feb 3 • 1:00 PM - 3:00 PM
Online Workshop • 1 Session • $15

To Register or for more information: www.yc.edu/PrescottOLLI or 928-717-7634
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(928) 776-2000, (877) 928-4253
www.ycpac.com

Yavapai College Performing Arts Center
Winter/Spring 2023 Calendar

Tony Orlando

Kathy Mattea & Suzy Bogguss

Co-presented by U.S. Vets-Prescott

Thursday, March 2, 2023 | 7 p.m.

Friday, January 13, 2023 | 7 p.m.

Tickets from $32

Tickets from $35
With two platinum and three gold albums
and fifteen Top 40 hits, one of America’s most endearing
and enduring stars sings his amazing repertoire of pop
treasures, including “Knock Three Times,” “Candida,” and
of course, “Tie a Yellow Ribbon.”
Pre-Show Dinner Available.

Together at last! Two country music
legends, with three Grammy awards
between them, break out their guitars and light up the
stage with new songs and beloved classics like “Eighteen
Wheels & A Dozen Roses,” “Outbound Plane,” and
“Someday Soon.”

Herb Alpert & Lani Hall

The Texas Tenors
Friday, January 20, 2023 | 7 p.m.
Tickets from $35

The trio that captured hearts on America’s
Got Talent returns to Prescott! The Texas
Tenors blend their stunning voices with cowboy charm and
a country-to-classical repertoire that has delighted
audiences all over the world.

New York Gilbert & Sullivan Players in
H.M.S. Pinafore

Saturday, March 11, 2023 | 7 p.m.
Tickets from $35
The trumpeter who jazzed up America’s
playlist with “A Taste of Honey” and
“Rise” returns to YCPAC with Grammy-winning Brasil ’66
vocalist and wife of 45 years, Lani Hall. Together, Herb and
Lani share an evening of timeless, joyous music that you
will treasure.
Pre-Show Dinner Available.

Masters of Illusion
Saturday, March 25, 2023 | 3 p.m.

Friday, February 3, 2023 | 7 p.m.
Tickets from $32 | Youth Tickets $10
The comic opera magicians, who brought
us The Mikado and The Pirates of
Penzance, are back with Gilbert & Sullivan’s delightful tale
of true love, class warfare, hidden identities and a web of
secrets that threaten the politest ship in Her Majesty’s fleet.

Rita Rudner
Sunday, February 19, 2023 | 7 p.m.
Tickets from $32
Laugh, and think – but mostly laugh! Find
out why Rita’s epigrammatic one-liners
and sly observations about life, gender and relationships
have made her a late-night talk show favorite and one of
Las Vegas’s hottest tickets.

Tickets from $32 | Youth Tickets $10
Cutting-edge illusionists from the popular
cable series, Masters of Illusion take their
mind-bending magic in front of live audiences for an
astounding, funny, and head-spinning event that will
challenge your senses and blow your mind.

Jane Eyre
Friday, Apr. 14 & 21 | 7 p.m.
Saturday, Apr. 15 | 3 p.m.
Saturday, Apr. 22 | 7 p.m.
Sunday, Apr. 16 & 23 | 3 p.m.
Tickets from $35 | Youth Tickets $10
The Yavapai College Performing Arts Department presents
the Tony Award-nominated musical based on Charlotte
Brontë’s hauntingly beautiful gothic romance. A sweeping
score brings to life the epic tale of an orphaned girl who
triumphs over cruelty, poverty and heartbreak with her
steadfast commitment to honor and love.
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Winter 2023
We have exciting news! Yavapai College OLLI is 1 of only 7 OLLIs from across
the country that are invited to participate in a pilot project with the Osher
National Resource Center (NRC) offering the following online classes that start
January 9. Registration for these classes will be open for current Prescott OLLI
Members at the same time as our regular Prescott and Sedona/Verde Valley
offerings, December 13. Because these classes start earlier than our local
offerings, the deadline to enroll is December 19. These classes will have
additional fees to participate in, no matter your membership level.
THE 1619 PROJECT AND
CRITICAL RACE THEORY
(LECTURE) $60

In this six-week course, we’ll go back to basics. We’ll push past the
headlines and talk candidly about what The 1619 Project actually
says—and what it doesn’t say. We will engage with the debates
among leading scholars as to its claims and to their merits and get
as close as we can to the subjects—like the American Revolution,
the Constitution, Abraham Lincoln, and Reconstruction—around
which so many of these debates over The 1619 Project have
swirled.
Critical Race Theory is a bit harder to pin down. There’s no
manifesto, no mission statement, or special magazine supplement.
That’s made CRT a moving target. Our goal will be to establish its
core premises, describe them accurately, and interrogate their
validity—and do so with respect for those moments when we
inevitably disagree. Our purpose here is not to promote and
persuade, or to disparage and reject, or let alone to proselytize.
Instead, we hope to leave you with a better understanding of both
The 1619 Project and CRT upon which you can then base your own

RETIREMENT REIMAGINED:
IS A PORTFOLIO LIFE IN YOUR FUTURE?
(WORKSHOP COURSE) $90
Today’s longer life expectancy and better health means we
are likely to have the opportunity to have a “Portfolio Life.”
How do you want to live during the years typically called
“retirement?”
A Portfolio Life is an appealing and intentional way of thinking
about living in an extended middle age, beyond the end of
your job. You can choose to create a balanced mix of work,
learning, leisure, healthy living, family time, and giving back,
tailored to your priorities and goals. Retirement was once
relegated to winding down. Today it holds the possibility of
being your most significant and passionate years. It’s a time
to truly be yourself, discover new ways to contribute to
society, and live a fulfilling life.
This workshop series will help you create your own plan for a
Portfolio Life, through lecture, self-reflection, and small and
large group discussions.

informed opinions.

Thursdays, January 12th – February 23rd

Saturdays, January 28th – March 4th
10am Pacific | 11am Mountain | 12pm Central | 1pm Eastern

3pm Pacific | 4pm Mountain | 5pm Central | 6pm Eastern

To Register or for more information: www.yc.edu/PrescottOLLI or 928-717-7634
ALL COURSES WILL BE OFFERED VIA ZOOM
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Winter 2023
THE WORLD OF
MUSICAL SATIRE
(LECTURE) $60

Explore the delights of musical satire in a variety of
genres, cultures, and eras, especially America
since 1950. Because satire is often dependent on
social and historical events, this course is as much
cultural history as music appreciation. And while
words are preeminent in musical satire, we’ll also
discuss the music and its interactions with lyrics.

Mondays, January 9th – February 20th
10am Pacific | 11am Mountain | 12pm Central | 1pm Eastern

LEGENDARY FOODS OF THE
WORLD
(LECTURE) $60

We all need to eat. But to eat with knowledge about
what goes into your body requires purpose,
planning and intention.
Everything about eating--including what we
consume, how we acquire it, who prepares it,
who's at the table, and who eats first--is a form of
communication that is rich with meaning. Our
attitudes, practices, and rituals surrounding food
are a window into our most basic beliefs about our
world and ourselves. Join me on an international
journey to discover the Legendary Foods and
traditions of France, Italy, Spain, Japan, Greece
and Mexico.

Mondays, January 9th – February 20th
1pm Pacific | 2pm Mountain | 3pm Central | 4pm Eastern

CRISPR

HISTORY OF ROCK:

(LECTURE) $60

HOW RACE RELATIONS AND THE COLD WAR
SHAPED AMERICA’S MOST POPULAR GENRE
(LECTURE) $60

Since the development of CRISPR technology
10 years ago, there has been a revolution in
biology, medicine, and agriculture because we
can now modify the genetic makeup of any
organism, including ourselves. Which of these
technologies should we enthusiastically
embrace, which should we ban, and how should
we regulate these applications?

History of Rock will use rock music as a lens
through which to view the changing social
and racial atmosphere in the U.S. from the
early 1920s to today. We’ll take a look at how
popular music has been impacted by
technology, war, and ideology across the 20th
century.

Tuesdays, January 10th – February 14th

2pm Pacific | 3pm Mountain | 4pm Central | 5pm Eastern

AND THE GENE EDITING REVOLUTION

Tuesdays, January 10th – February 14th

11am Pacific | 12pm Mountain | 1pm Central | 2pm Eastern

To Register or for more information: www.yc.edu/PrescottOLLI or 928-717-7634
ALL COURSES WILL BE OFFERED VIA ZOOM
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Winter 2023
CONTEMPORARY ETHICS
(LECTURE) $60

MAKING SENSE OF
MODERN ART
(LECTURE) $60

Moral disagreements are tearing the fabric of
American society apart. In this series, David will
provide an overview of moral theories in circulation
today, including relativism, egoism, utilitarianism,
deontology, divine command theory, and virtue
theory, and will apply these theories to abortion,
war, end of life questions, and gun control. His
lectures will include commentary on both the
ethical and legal aspects of these issues.

Modern Art can be hard to look at. It turns our idea
of painting completely upside down. Why does it
look like that? This class will look at the ideas and
artists who sowed the early seeds of modernism in
19th C. Paris and continue through to Abstract
Expressionism which exploded in America 100
years later in the 1960s. From Impressionism to
Cubism to Surrealism and abstraction we will trace
– and understand – the evolution of 20th C. art.

Wednesdays, January 11th – February 15th

Wednesdays, January 11th – February 15th

10am Pacific | 11am Mountain | 12pm Central | 1pm Eastern

4pm Pacific | 5pm Mountain | 6pm Central | 7pm Eastern

WOMEN, DIVERSITY, AND THE
U.S. SUPREME COURT
(LECTURE) $60

Follow the stories of six extraordinary women who
pursued legal careers, justice, and equality, and
became Supreme Court Justices. This course will
examine the lives and careers of Justice Sandra
Day O’Connor, Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg,
Justice Sonia Sotomayor, Justice Elena Kagan,
Justice Amy Coney Barrett, and Justice Ketanji
Brown Jackson. Understand how their lives
influenced their careers and why they sought a
position on the highest court in the nation.

Thursdays, January 12th – February 16th
3pm Pacific | 4pm Mountain | 5pm Central | 6pm Eastern

THE HOLOCAUST THROUGH
THE EYES OF A SURVIVOR
(LECTURE) $60

Felicia Bornstein Lubliner, a Polish survivor of the
Auschwitz and Gross-Rosen Nazi concentration camps,
wrote and spoke publicly afterward about her Holocaust
experiences. Her son, the course instructor, invites you
to delve into her written stories and oral presentation
transcripts, published as “Only Hope: A Survivor’s
Stories of the Holocaust.” Participants will be invited to
share their reactions, questions, and insights. We will
discuss the historical context and lessons to be learned
about that period, the universal human responses that
the narratives evoke, and the relevance of the subject
matter to challenges we face in modern times.

Fridays, January 13th – February 17th
10am Pacific | 11am Mountain | 1pm Central | 2pm Eastern

To Register or for more information: www.yc.edu/PrescottOLLI or 928-717-7634
ALL COURSES WILL BE OFFERED VIA ZOOM
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Prescott Campus Map

To view maps of the other YC campuses and centers go to:
https://www.yc.edu/v6/campuses-and-sites/
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